




Our Noir Luxe collection is a range of 

products handpicked from some of our 

finest, most elegant UK manufactured 

sanitaryware ranges and then finished in 

the best quality deep black glaze.

Noir Luxe - Timeless designs fused with 

the elegance of black for the ultimate 

bathroom design.
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Opulent and unashamedly glamorous, 

Etoile takes on a dramatically different 

character in black. Our craftspeople fire 

each individual piece up to six times, 

carefully smoothing the surface at each 

stage to achieve the gleaming, flawless 

finish only Imperial can achieve.

Etoile Collection
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Etoile Collection | Black Sapphire Ceramic ware



Etoile large basin and pedestal



Astoria Deco basin



Astoria Deco large basin and pedestal

Astoria Deco pedestal feature

Astoria Deco cistern lever

A gleaming black finish gives Astoria 

a special allure, throwing its crisply-

defined detailing into even more 

impressive relief. Firing every piece up 

to six times to achieve a mirror-like 

smoothness, only Imperial craftspeople 

can achieve a deep gloss of this quality.

Astoria Deco Collection

Astoria Deco Collection | Black Sapphire Ceramic ware
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Drift Hardwick basin stand

Distinguished, self-assured and 

daring, Drift instantly takes on a 

dramatically different personality 

in black. Our craftspeople fire each 

piece up to six times to ensure 

the flawless gleaming finish that 

only Imperial can achieve.

Drift Collection
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Drift Collection | Black Sapphire Ceramic ware



Drift large basin and pedestal



Radcliffe large basin and pedestal



Radcliffe Troon basin stand with chrome legs

Fade to black for a very different 

bathroom mood. Our craftspeople fire 

these very special Radcliffe pieces up 

to six times to achieve the deep, glassy 

finish only Imperial can achieve. Choose 

from the inspired range of exclusive 

Imperial brassware, lighting and mirrors 

to carry through the powerful theme.

Radcli2e Collection

Radcliffe Collection | Black Sapphire Ceramic ware
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Large basin and pedestal 

h845 w700 d530mm

Medium basin and pedestal 

h820 w605 d450mm

Wall-hung pan

h362 w390 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with 
extended Lever or Push Button

Wall-hung bidet

h385 w339 d537mm 

Floor standing bidet

h380 w365 d555mm 

Back to wall pan  
h400 w390 d490mm 

Concealed cistern with 
extended lever or push button

Etoile close coupled pan & cistern 
 

h805 w470 d730mm

Pan & cistern

Etoile pan & low level cistern 

h1160 w445 d670-735mm

Pan & cistern

Etoile pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets 

h2200-2400 w445 
d660mm

Pan & cistern

Large basin and pedestal 

h850 w640 d485mm

Small basin and pedestal 

 
h785 w515 d410

Wall-hung pan
h375 w388 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button

Inset basin
h175 w500 d415mm 

Wall-hung bidet^ 

 
h385 w355 d535mm 

Floor standing bidet^ 

 
h385 w365 d560mm 

Astoria Deco pan & close 
coupled cistern
h800 w415 d710mm 

Pan & cistern 

Astoria Deco pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 
h1163 w412 d672mm 

Pan & cistern 
with a ceramic coupling plate 
and flush pipe

with a Brass coupling plate and 
flush pipe

Astoria Deco pan & high level 
cistern with brass plated 
brackets and a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 

 
h2000-2300 w412 d630mm 

Pan & cistern 
with a ceramic coupling plate 
and flush pipe

with a Brass coupling plate and 
flush pipe

Etoile Black Sapphire Collection

Astoria Deco Black Sapphire Collection 

Black Sapphire Ceramic ware | Options
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Large basin and pedestal

h885 w660 d500mm

Small basin and pedestal

h840 w540 d390mm

Floor standing bidet

h370 w335 d545mm 

Wall-hung bidet

h385 w355 d535mm 

Wall-hung pan

h375 w388 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with 
extended lever or push button

Drift close coupled pan & cistern 

h835 w405 d690mm

Pan & cistern

Drift pan & low level cistern 

h1035 w510 d765mm

Pan & cistern

Drift pan & high level cistern 
and brass plated brackets 

h2385 w510 d645mm

Pan & cistern

Large basin and pedestal 

h865 w685 d505mm

Large basin and semi pedestal

h437 w600 d440mm

Medium basin and pedestal 

h850 w600 d440mm

Medium basin and medium 
semi pedestal 
h415 w600 d440mm 

Under counter basin 
 

h200 w500 d395mm 

Vanity basin – 685mm

h165 w685 d490mm 

Wall-hung pan

h375 w388 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with 
extended lever or push button

Wall-hung bidet  

h385 w355 d535mm

Floor standing bidet

h390 w380 d550mm 

Radcliffe close coupled 
pan & cistern 

 
h800 w430 d720mm

Pan & cistern

Radcliffe pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 

h1195 w430 d720mm

Pan & cistern
with a ceramic coupling plate 
and 

with a Brass coupling plate and 
flush pipe

Radcliffe pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets and 
a ceramic or brass plated plate 

h2200 w430 d720mm

Pan & cistern
with a ceramic coupling plate 

with a Brass coupling plate 
and flush pipe

Drift Black Sapphire Collection 

Radcli2e Black Sapphire Collection
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Black Sapphire Ceramic ware | Options


